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Thank you for downloading MusicPhrase XL. MusicPhrase XL, which is based on MusicPhrase, is Creative Tool for composing music. This software is made with all of your needs in mind, but some features may be
unavailable in certain versions. MusicPhrase XL Release Notes This list outlines the differences between the current and past releases of MusicPhrase XL. Newest version: 1.7.1 Released date: August 18th, 2014 Bugfixes

- Note: Only bugs that can be addressed with patch files are included here. This release contains a small number of fixes for some minor bugs. File Type Support This version of MusicPhrase now supports all file types
that MusicPhrase supports - including WAV, MP3, FLAC, and iTunes file format. This was a very important addition to MusicPhrase, since currently, there is not much free time to create songs and then attempt to learn

whatever music notation software happens to be on the computer of the person producing the music. MusicPhrase XL supports the most common free music notation software on the PC, including Sibelius. For more
details about this, see the documentation. Miscellaneous The following are changes that were made to MusicPhrase which does not relate to the core functions of MusicPhrase XL. These have already been explained in the

documentation. Older Version: 1.6.4 Released Date: November 30th, 2009 MIDI input port mapping In this version of MusicPhrase, you can now control MusicPhrase XL from a MIDI keyboard. You can use the
following shortcuts to map the keyboard on a running MusicPhrase XL:  Ctrl+Delete - Output to all tracks  Ctrl+T - Current track tempo indicator  Ctrl+L - Next track after first track  Ctrl+R - Previous track before

first track  Ctrl+Tau - Previous track  Ctrl+Tomic - Next track In addition, you can also use the following shortcuts to map MIDI keyboards to individual tracks:  Ctrl+Up Arrow - Go to previous track  Ctrl+Down
Arrow - Go to next track  Shift+Ctrl+Up Arrow - Go to next track within current track  Shift+Ctrl+Down Arrow - Go to next track within previous track  Ctrl+S - Go to first
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MusicPhrase XL is a MIDI sequencer for Windows platform. It is easy to use, fast, stable and with latest features. It is easier than ever to compose music, add instrumentation, and sequence with a host of innovative tools.
The unique visual groove editing and realtime editing tools allow the music to be created quickly with speed and ease. The powerful musical groove engine with automation makes it possible to create rhythmic patterns

and create choruses from captured data. The additional meta recording features give an additional twist to this MIDI sequencer. The automatic post-processing feature makes the music creation process as easy as printing a
photo. With its ease of use, powerful audio features, and comprehensive MIDI capabilities, MusicPhrase is the leading MIDI sequencer for Windows. MusicPhrase XL Examples: Here are some MusicPhrase XL

Examples. 1. Example of creating a song with baseline only: 2. Example of creating a song with groove: All features of MusicPhrase are explained on the Help page. MusicPhrase XL Manual: MusicPhrase is MIDI
sequencing software for Windows. It is easy, fast and stable MIDI sequencer integrated with state of the art tools which make composer think only about composing and not about the technology. Sequencer supports fast

editing with total accessibility of all features using only computer keyboard. Real-time editing during playback or recording including non-stop available input from MIDI keyboard enables total creativity. Any MIDI input
can be processed using powerful groove engine before recording. Recorded material can be automatically post-processed which makes your recording process the most creative you could ever experience. Powerful

features as phrase sequencing and visual groove editing during playback make MusicPhrase application most friendly and creative tool available to composers nowadays. Here are some key features of "MusicPhrase XL":
￭ Number of tracks - unlimited ￭ All editing operations with computer keyboard. Insert/delete/move/change notes using only computer keys. ￭ Undo/redo capability - unlimited ￭ Copy/cut/paste - With addition to

standard cut/copy/paste, it is possible to copy note selection and paste it to new groove, etc. (* Grooves are not supported in all versions) ￭ 09e8f5149f
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MusicPhrase XL provides all the tools you need to start composing music with ease. With MusicPhrase XL you can: ￭ Create your first draft ￭ Edit any sequence with mouse and keyboard ￭ Arpeggiator,
Slow/Funky/Techno arpeggiator ￭ Split single clip into multiple clips ￭ Record loops ￭ PhraseBank and SongBank ￭ Automatic chord detection ￭ MIDI file export ￭ Realtime MIDI processing MusicPhrase XL
Compatibility Notes Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Windows XP Hard Disk: 13 GB free or more RAM: 2 GB or more CD-RW Drive: Not Required DVD-RW Drive: Not Required Multi-Track Recorder Supported MIDI
instrument (include Keyboard, USB/Instrument) Supported MIDI ports (include Keyboard, USB/Instrument) Notepad and File Explorer MIDI file Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher Supported Languages: English Additional
Requirements No required Special requirements of the installation Program Files (x86) MusicPhrase XL Copyright MusicPhrase XL is owned by Andrey Kudryavtsev. You can use, modify and distribute MusicPhrase XL
as long as you include this notice and follow the terms of the GPLv3. All provided source code is licensed under GPLv3 and can be modified as long as you include this notice and follow the terms of the GPLv3.
Compatible Systems The system requirements of MusicPhrase XL may vary depending on operating system and included software. MusicPhrase XL Operating Systems Windows Starting with Windows NT 5.2 -
Windows 9x/ME/2K/XP Windows 95 Windows NT 4.0 - Windows NT 5.1 Windows 2000/2003 Windows CE Supported MIDI Instrument (include Keyboard, USB/Instrument) Intel GS Wavetable Synthesizer Intel GS
Instrument Internal USB Audio Interface External USB Audio Interface Supported MIDI Ports (include Keyboard, USB/Instrument) Host Mode only Internal (default) Internal Internal Standard MIDI Standard MIDI
MIDI In MIDI Out USB MIDI In USB MIDI Out Supported MIDI Languages English English English English English English English English English English English English English

What's New In?

MusicPhrase XL is the best MIDI sequencer and the most creative composition environment for Windows available today. MusicPhrase XL is creative tool for composing music. It is easy, fast and stable MIDI sequencer
integrated with state of the art tools which make composer think only about composing and not about the technology. All editing operations with computer keyboard. Insert/delete/move/change notes using only computer
keys. Real-time editing during playback or recording including non-stop available input from MIDI keyboard enables total creativity. Any MIDI input can be processed using powerful groove engine before recording.
Recorded material can be automatically post-processed which makes your recording process the most creative you could ever experience. Powerfull features as phrase sequencing and visual groove editing during playback
make MusicPhrase application most friendly and creative tool available to composers nowadays. Here are some key features of MusicPhrase XL: * Number of tracks - unlimited * All editing operations with computer
keyboard. Insert/delete/move/change notes using only computer keys. * Undo/redo capability - unlimited * Copy/cut/paste - With addition to standard cut/copy/paste, it is possible to copy note selection and paste it to new
groove, etc. (* Grooves are not supported in all versions) * Realtime editing - Edit any sequence while playing or recording. * Harmonic scales input - When harmonic scale is selected, only notes belonging to that scale
can be entered. * Transpose Changing pitch of selected notes. * Harmonizing Transposing notes to harmonic scales. * Quantize Quantizing selection of notes or whole clip. * Drawing note velocity values - Changing note
velocity values using paint tools. * Drawing MIDI controllers - Enter or change controller values using paint tools. * Splitting clips - Split clip into two parts. * Merging clips - Merging mulitple clips to single. * Color clips
- Set display color to clip. * Playback on any MIDI device - All MIDI driver presented on the system can be used for playback. * Drum track - Set track to special playback mode for some samplers or drum machines. *
Loop mode - Repeat playback or recording of selected song interval. * Step recording - Offline recording from connected MIDI keyboard. * Record looping - Record multiple takes. * Recording filter - Filtering out
specific events when recording. * Metronome MIDI metronome. * Port mapping - Easy change output or
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i5-3300, Intel Core i7-3770, AMD Ryzen 7 Memory: 8GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 3GB, NVIDIA GTX 1080 8GB, AMD R9 290 Network: Broadband
Internet connection Storage: 9GB available space Additional Notes: All apps require an internet connection. Internet connection is required to log in to the game. User accounts are separate from Steam. Full version of the
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